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Monthly Newsletter
Savings sent straight to your inbox. Subscribe for our best deals every month! Only one email message per month and you can unsubscribe anytime with one click. Latest product updates for Trodat, Shiny, Colop and Plus rubber stamp brands shipped NZ wide.
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Megan Garside1708639100

Great service and speedy delivery.  Return customer who will be back again!
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Cassandra Simone van Tonder1708571931

Wow what awesome customer service. Approved my order the Wed afternoon and by Thursday morning the stamps had been delivered. Antoinette you and your team are amazing. Will definitely recommend your services
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Brigitta Alty1705455906

Excellent service, fantastic quality, and quick and easy next day delivery. Highly recommended. Thank you.
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Karen Newson1699915895

Easy to deal with
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Supreme Precision1699306489

Very responsive, excellent service.
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Clare Lawrence1693806111

Absolutely amazing service and fast delivery. Thank you Self Inking your the best!
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Almaz Berenike Bergk1693532688

I found a cheap trodat stamp in a second hand shop. With Self-Inking Stamps I was able to get a new rubber die for that old stamp. Exactly what I wanted! So much cheaper than buying a whole new stamp!I was able to choose the design, received an email and checked it was what I wanted, confirmed it and a few hours later it was in the post on the way to me 🙂
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gravel5551693531683

Great customer service, so easy to order items and quick turnaround. Definitely recommend.
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Mike Tan1693167696

Prompt response, excellent and efficient communication
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Pinky Whittaker1691453321

Ding, Ding!!! Delivered the next day, already set it for my next lot of invoices and the green is delicious. Absolutely wonderful.
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Total Plumbing1690753954

Professional service, easy to communicate with, product was EXACTLY what we were after, and arrived super quickly! We are really impressed with Self-Inking Stamps Ltd and have purchased stamps and stencils from them and will continue to use them in the future.
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Donna Robinson1689826186

I have dealt with Antoinette (Accounts Administrator) and her advice and recommendations have been absolutely on the money.Stamp creation service is super-speedy, and the whole turn- around from design to dispatch is really efficient. I’d highly recommend these guys for any stamps you need. Five stars - would fly again! 😁
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Rebecca Mayston1687738402

Fabulously helpful, even with all my hundreds and thousands of questions 🙂 Extremely prompt completion of order too... WAY faster than I ever expected.  Great stamp, and great advice around product options for our business.
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Tansy Geary1685078696

Exceptional service! A lovely, friendly, helpful and knowledgeable Team to help you navigate the world of stamps at reasonable cost, great quality and unbelievably quick turn around times!  Thank you!
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Naomi Tulaga1684280827

Amazing service! Team was very helpful. Prompt delivery and received goods well packaged.Thank you so much for the smooth experience.
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Sharon Peters1684128000

Highly recommend, Self Inking Stamps, they are our go to place to replace rubber dies stamps, service is great, communication is great and delivery is fast..
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Gabrielle Taihia1682549966

Amazing customer service, the most efficient service and production of my stamp.Delivery was the very next day before 10am too.Highly recommended 😊
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Casey Inverarity1680669513

Outstanding customer service.
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Denis Newport1673985114

VERY comprehensive answer to my question. In depth analysis of the problem. Even offered alternative solutions they don't sell. Very Impressed, thank you!
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Jonathan veloro1673579384
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Ben Gundry1670998315

These guys are great! I sent them a doodle of my idea for a custom stamp, they came up with an amazing design and were super helpful. Postage was really fast. 100% recommend.
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Chris B1669954562

These guys are THE BEST.They know their stuff, have a good range, give good advice.I've never been let down once since I first used them 7 years ago.



[image: Sarah sarah]
Sarah sarah1668337124

This store understands what "urgent" means. They designed  a customized stencil overnight. I have many stencils, but none are cut from the sturdy material that they used. I am very pleased with their friendly and very patient service.
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Rod Young1668054831

Answered my question promptly.
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Matt Haigh1668031646

Excellent. Was unsure what stamp to purchase, so just called and talked with an expert. Great sales process. Purchased a 1-off customised stamp as a gift.
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Peter Seligman1667853555

Extremely efficient and friendly service. Good quality product too.
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Lisa Simpson1667608424

Amazing service. Sorted out this luddites tech issues. Thankyou!
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Simone Ward1666937720

Thank you Antionette and Trent for going above and beyond on a last-minute project for me. Great people and great work!



[image: Helen Taylor]
Helen Taylor1666901833

Great service - this was only a small job but very pleased with the customer service and turnaround time. Great work team!
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Margaret Colmore1663913822

Fast and efficient service. Very impressed and pleased with the promptness of service, design and proof, and order is on it's way, all in one day!
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Jenny Adams1662525059

They were so helpful, gave clear easy instruction which made ordering very quick & easy. All done with with such speedy service. Highly recommended.   Thank you.
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Jasmine Milton1654037039

Thanks to Antoinette for her wonderful, helpful and friendly assistance, and the designers for quickly producing and editing proof's as requested. Great service and pricing. Delivery was superfast! 10/10 - thanks team!
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Real Dog Food 20221653632287

Great support and communication, high quality and fast delivery. Would highly recommend 🙂
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A1 Auto Panel & Paint1646181341

Loved it. Very prompt & accurate service. Very good price.
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Lovely Macaraig1639083439

Thanks Antoinette and Trent. I didn't expect to receive it today.I sent my payment yesterday then Antoinette informed me that my order was already picked up by the courier. I received my stamp today while having my breakfast. 🙂
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Homemadewithlove NZ by Mrs. Neat1639081746
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Jords McWh1631162618

Amazing service. Received my stamp very quickly
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Paul Mottram1628738376

Absolutely a dream to order from, and the customer service is outstanding. Highly recommend
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Janelle Sinclair1627977169

I have had my stamp for around a year now and I love it so much that I take it with me between clinics (I am an Aesthetic Nurse) - it has made the tedious legal requirement of name and title writing so simple - I just stamp and sign!
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Carola McCarthy1627854357

This company was amazing - communication and service was excellent!! So efficient! Definitely endorse them A+++



[image: Karin Klebert]
Karin Klebert1626483101

Great service, I got a quote immediately with all options lined out  and explained perfectly including the attractive pricing.



[image: Andrew Newington]
Andrew Newington1623825406

Great company to deal with , we have been using them for a number of years. Prompt and friendly service.



[image: Joe Kennedy]
Joe Kennedy1622582972

I used to spend hours writing messages on the back of my business cards when I missed catching up with someone when I was out door knocking.These guys made a stamp of my message in my handwriting and now I can produce stacks of cards in a fraction of the time. A big time saver for me.
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Brian Lenders1622454720

Just admit service, commitment and delivery is fantastic. Very highly recommended.



[image: kath strong]
kath strong1618357180

Great fast contact and service



[image: mari3all3n]
mari3all3n1617702928

This is my 3rd time ordering a stamp for work. It seems like I’ve been ordering one each year because I somehow manage to damage the body of my stamp so I order a new one even though it is still working. I like how there are different types of stamps to choose from but I hope they’ll have more variety of colours for the trodat print stamps. Otherwise, the stamps are of great quality. Highly recommended.
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Anna Breckon1615265134

Great range and prices, excellent customer service, and prompt order processing and dispatch. They also use home-compostable courier bags, which is a nice, thoughtful touch.
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Melani Li1614808302

Ordered 2 x stamps on Monday and they arrived this morning (Thursday). Wonderful service from Trent on the phone and Antoinette via email throughout the entire process. I am very happy with the final product and how quickly they were able to dispatch given that we are in lockdown at the moment. Thank you very much!
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Sol Hee Lim1610591430

Amazing service and prompt delivery! I would highly recommend this company.
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Ninel Markovic1604356805

Perfect. Very professional and  friendly people. Have solved my complicated request. It was very urgent and they did their best to supply on time. I'm very happy. Highly recommend.
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